“Young Diva, Go East”

The Making of an Operatic Tradition in China
In drawing on evidence from some 150 years
of operatic exchanges between China and
the Western world, this talk traces when
and how the performance of Europeanstyle classical opera has been introduced to
China, what its function has been, and how
it has been understood over time. The paper
shows that the performance of European
opera in China was never an innocent act and
continues not to be so. Political as well as
commercial motivations inevitably played into
the production of European opera in China.
In trying to understand the complexities and
many different levels of European opera’s
reception in China, its interpolations and
interactions with Chinese operatic traditions,
and, in turn, the reception of Chinese opera in
the Western world, this talk also deliberates
the transcultural qualities and possibilities of
music and music-making between China and
the West in the long 20th century.
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